
Welcome to IAVNA
Big enough to cope, small enough to care.



Company Profile and Introduction Video

IAVNA, has a long history in the aviation industry. Thanks to our unrivalled insight into the challenges faced 
by private and commercial airfields, we've made it our mission to provide a comprehensive solution for all 
aviation needs from airfield ground lighting, spares, signage and wind indicators. 

We've placed customer service at the forefront of everything we do and built our business around sharing 
our knowledge and expertise with our clients, working as a single-point solution for all airfield equipment. 



Company Profile

IAVNA has recently celebrated its forty-year anniversary, the 
Directors and staff are very proud of this milestone. 

We have been continuously growing ever since. Our technical 
support remains unsurpassed thanks to the commitment to 
innovation and our knowledgeable colleagues. We pride 
ourselves on being a forward thinking company, constantly 
investing in the latest aviation technologies including 
advanced calibration and testing equipment. 

Still a family business for two 
generations, founded by Roy 
Spicer and now grown and 
directed by his son Keith.



Group Structure

Spares and Equipment
Est 1979

Airfield Lighting
Est 2008

Visual Aids and Safety Products
Acquired 2018



History

IAVNA is formed by Roy 
Spicer as demand for its 
airfield lighting 
equipment increases.  
Iavnas’ first office was at 
the director’s family home 
in Chadwell Heath, Essex

In 1980 they moved to 
a site on Southend 

Airport, where offices 
and additional 

warehouse space was 
added over the years 
as the company grew

IAVNA invests in 
the latest aviation 

technologies 
including 
advanced 

calibration and 
testing 

equipment.

Carried out 
extensive tests of 
their products in 

some of the 
toughest conditions 
on the earth from 

Canadas frozen 
terrain to the 

blistering heat of the 
Middle East. Started 

Manufacturing &  
ALS.

Acquires 
Parkinson 
Richmark 

a specialist 
safety product 
manufacturer.

1974 1980
1990

2008
2010 2018

Moves to a 
bigger factory 
and offices in 

Wickford.

iavna

als
Parkinson
Richmark



Made in Britain

IAVNA Head Office and factory



Keith Spicer
Managing Director

Our Team

Keith Spicer
Managing Director

Mike West
Consultant

Jamie Finan
Warehouse & Operations Manager

Manoj Mistry
Production Director

Philip Ten Broke
Sales Director

Adrian Kitching
Consultant



Values

We understand the demands that the 
modern world places upon the airfield 
industry. We also believe that 
sustainable technologies are the future 
of the sector, which is why we have 
grown into one of the world's leading 
airfield lighting specialists.

LED’s are 80% more efficient than Halogen lamps and can be recycled.

Environmental awareness is 
especially important to everyone 
here at IAVNA, and we believe that 
the planet should be treated with the 
utmost care and respect.  We are in 
the process of certification for ISO 
14001 environmental accreditation.



Standards – UK & International compliance

We are a fully certified Quality company holding ISO9001 for a number of years.
Currently we are under assessment for ISO14001 and Health & Safety standard ISO45001



Lab

We have used specially designed Airfield lighting measuring equipment for 15 
years.  It is supplied and calibrated by MALMS, the industry leader for AGL.



Presentation TemplateDesigned by Experience

Our experience working with numerous airports has 
helped us learn from our customers, working with 
them to develop products and solutions to improve 
airfield operations. Our current range includes 
Airfield, Heliport and Obstruction lighting. 

All of which utilise the latest low energy 
LED technology, as well as supporting a 
number of halogen installations across the 
world.

We are committed to delivering high 
performance, reliable products.  Our DTS 
range has been developed with a number 
of features to make installation faster and 
easier.



IAVNA Core Product Families

CABLE & 
CONNECTORS

CONSTANT 
CURRENT 

REGULATORS

FITTINGS & 
COMPONENTS

OBSTRUCTION 
LIGHTING

CALIBRATION 
SERVICES

PORTABLE 
LIGHTING

LAMPS

AGL ISOLATING 
TRANSFORMERS

iavna



Linlaner                              Chocks                                 Barriers                            Windsocks

Marshalling                            Cones                                 Military 



Product Range



ALS - Our Own Range launched 2020

After 40 years experience dealing with Thorn, ADB, Safegate, TKH, ATG, OCEM, Abacus, Alpha, Amglo, CEL, 
Castle & Pryor and Crouse Hinds.  We wanted to launch our own range of high performance LED fittings to the 
market that combined all the good features we have seen over the years.

This has been welcomed by the industry with ALS fittings installed in prestigious locations such as:



Industry Installer - Partners

ALS works with a number of leading installers in the industry who have many years experience and 
who recommend and choose ALS products for their quality and ease of installation.



Our Own Range

Long life LED DTS fittings already installed at RAF Odiham and RAF Brize Norton, Edinburgh 
Airport, Slemish Airfield and Newquay Spaceport.





DTS Range Overview

LED PAPI SFL Sequenced 
Flashing Lights

Omni Directional Inset Lights



Sine Wave Output Constant Current Regulator CCR-2100S-Compact

Airfield Lighting Systems DTS sine wave output CCR: 2,5-10kVA, compact 
version, IGBT technology, microprocessor controlled, natural air cooling.

This model is the compact version of the CCR-2100S.  It uses the same 
components and technology.

The innovative design principle adopted for the CCR-2100S family is based on 
transferring most of the power control tasks from the hardware circuits into 
the software processing of control algorithms.

An IGBT H-Bridge transfers the input signal into a PWM (Pulse Width 
Modulation) sine wave.  The switch timing is controlled directly by a very fast 
DSP (Digital Signal Processor) loaded with dedicated software.

Using an A/D converter at the secondary side of the output transformer 
measures the signal.  The high speed of the DSP allows for real time control 
and decreases the regulation dynamics to 1/10th compared to the traditional 
thyristor type CCR’s.

The same microprocessor also detects the lamp and earth faults and 
manages any other useful status information for local or remote control and 
monitoring.  This is achieved via multi-wire, serial or dual bus connections.  
Power filters protect the mains supply against harmonic pollution in the 
circuit.



Sine Wave Output Constant Current Regulator CCR-2100S

Airfield Lighting Systems DTS sine wave output CCR: 2,5 
– 30kVA, IGBT technology, microprocessor controlled, 
natural air cooling

The CCR-2100S is the main model in the range.  It uses the same components and technology as the 
compact but offers larger capability (up to 30kVA).

The innovative design principle adopted for the CCR-2100S family is based on transferring most of the 
power control tasks from the hardware circuits into the software processing of control algorithms.

An IGBT H-Bridge transfers the input signal into a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) sine wave.  The switch 
timing is controlled directly by a very fast DSP (Digital Signal Processor) loaded with dedicated software.

Using an A/D converter at the secondary side of the output transformer measures the signal.  The high 
speed of the DSP allows for real time control and decreases the regulation dynamics to 1/10th compared 
to the traditional thyristor type CCR’s.

The same microprocessor also detects the lamp and earth faults and manages any other useful status 
information for local or remote control and monitoring.  This is achieved via multi-wire, serial or dual 
bus connections.  Power filters protect the mains supply against harmonic pollution in the circuit.



Sine Wave Output Constant Current Regulator CCR-2100S - Specification

Airfield Lighting Systems DTS sine wave output CCR: 2,5 – 30kVA, IGBT 
technology, microprocessor controlled, natural air cooling

• Natural Air Cooling on all models.
• 220/240V AC or 380/400 AC (50/60Hz) single 

phase
• Multiwire 24 or 48 V DC or Single/Dual Bus or J-

Bus over RS485
• Efficiency 92 to 94%
• Power Factor 0.9
• Noise - Less than 35dB



Sine Wave Output CCR-2100S – How it Works

An IGBT H-Bridge transfers the input signal into a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) sine wave.  The switch timing is controlled 
directly by a very fast DSP (Digital Signal Processor) loaded with dedicated software.

Using an A/D converter at the secondary side of the output transformer measures the signal.  The high speed of the DSP 
allows for real time control and decreases the regulation dynamics to 1/10th compared to the traditional thyristor type CCR’s.



Components Schematic Layout - CCR-2100S





Linlaners

A delineator, clearly marking the edge of 
the taxiways and roads. 

For the day and night marking of taxiways 
a vertical Blue Linlaner 375mm Post and 
250mm Blue Retroreflective Sheath is 
necessary to comply with ICAO 
requirements.
 

Features:
• Highly visible, flexible, and safe in the event of run-down.
• Installation 30 metres centres on straights and 7 metres on curves 

using the Ground Fixing Pipe and Auger.
• Internationally approved and used by Commercial and Military users.
• Complies with ICAO Annexe 14 chapter 5 and CAP 168, on colours.
• UV Stabilised, will not degrade. 



Other Safety Products

• Wheel Chocks

• Cones

• Barriers

• Marshalling Bats and Wands

• Jumbo Posts 





Cable

The largest stock in Europe of Airfield Lighting Cable.

Primary & secondary cables in multiple colours for any application on the airfield.



Spares

Over 10,000 SKU’s of airfield lighting spare parts, brand new replacement components 
held in stock from all the major brands in the industry.



ALCMS

Airport Lighting Control and Monitoring System.



The ALCMS system is a sophisticated airport lighting control and monitoring system designed to compliment 
our popular range of Airfield Ground Lighting. Our system is preferred at over 300 airports globally.

Introduction

The applications which can be controlled and 
monitored include runway, approach, stop bars, 
apron and taxiway lighting systems. 

The lights can be operated either individually or as a 
group, which helps the manoeuvring of all the ground 
traffic in a safe and efficient way on the airfield.

ALCMS can be designed to connect and control with any type of airfield lighting equipment and fittings by 
multiple manufacturers.  The system usually includes the monitoring of alarms relating to the airfield 
operations and storing them for future interrogation or analysis



Safety

• Prevention of intensity control errors
• Commands will be resent automatically in the event of 

failure.
• Verifications are provided of the commanded and delivered 

steps.
• Verification checks alert the operator for intensity steps 

made on the same circuits.

Anti-Accidental Operation

• Screen lock prevents accidental operation.
• Double confirmation required of key operations, no one 

touch procedure for key commands.
• Audible voice confirmation played on important 

commands with a description of the consequences of 
triggering the specific action.

Features

Reliability

• Modular system structure.
• Easy to upgrade or replace hardware without system 

disruption.
• 1000M LAN network capacity.
• Industrial grade sub system equipment.
• Multiple fail safe modes.
• Minimum 48 months of data storage for security.
• Intelligent event analysis and processing.
• Smart monitoring predicts issues, isolates and self corrects.

Customer Friendly Interface

• Multi view 2D or 3D display screen.
• 100% accuracy of lights in the flight zone.
• 360 degree vector zooming in and out control.
• Alarm classification.
• Human voice prompts.
• Can be customised to individual needs.
• Multilingual options available.
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Features

• SMGCS orientated design
• POE - Power line communication - no 

dedicated cabling required.
• Response time under 2 seconds.
• Detection and control accuracy 99.98%
• High fault tolerance communication with 

lower rate of false alarms.
• Military grade components with strong 

environmental adaptability.
• No special requirement for isolation 

transformers.
• Compact size lamp and monitoring unit.
• Multiple interfaces and international 

compliance.
• 10,000+ nodes possible in single 

application.

Individual Lamp Control and Monitoring Sub System Architecture

ILCMS LCC Cabinet CCR

Comm Control Unit (CCU)

Comm Filter Unit (CFU)

Lamp Control and 
Monitoring Unit (BMC)

Isolating 
Transformer

Microwave Sensor

Field BUS



Technical Data

General

• Operating Temp 00C~+400C
• Humidity 0~90%
• Altitude <4000

Feedback Time

•  For system to indicate that a control device has received the 
control signal <2s

• Back indication to tower display of regulator initiation <1s

Control Time
 
• From Command input until acceptance or rejection <0.5s
• Control Time – From Command input until control signal output 

to regulator or other controlled unit <1s

Fault Detection & Handle Time
 
• Switch over time to redundant components in event of system 

faults <0.5s
• Automatic detection of failed units and communication lines of 

the monitoring system <10s



Lamp Control and Monitoring Unit

Item Data

Lamp Power (@6.6A RMS) <300W

BMC Power (@6.6A RMS) <4.5W (single output) / < 9W (dual output)

Operating Temperature -400C~+850C

Weight 1.5Kg (single output) 
2.9Kg (dual output)

Level of Protection IP68



Stop Bar Control Features

Waiting                         Passing                         Taxiing

Leaving (Back to initial State)             Taxiing



Other Control Systems

ICMS-2100 Individual Lamp Control and Monitoring System utilises the airport’s existing lighting cables to realize the monitoring and control of individual light 
fittings on the airfield. Additionally it has useful features such as stop bar control, taxiway ground guidance, A-SMGCS system one-by-one lamp guidance 
control, runway intrusion detection, making the airport operation much safer.

Individual Light Fittings Apron Lighting Substations



DTS Range



DTS Range



Main Product Features

• Aluminium alloy body an high quality powder coating to give an excellent  weather 

resistance (IP65).

• High quality LED light engine to drive efficient chips for enhanced light output.

• Sustainable light source, eco- friendly and recyclable.

• 75% energy saving versus Halogen.

• Stable three point supporting structure and accurate adjustment of elevation angle.

• Easy to assemble. Hinged lid allows for hands free maintenance.

• Key components thermally potted for longer life.

• Precise positioning of optical components and clear transition from white to red.

• High quality Osram LED chips for consistent performance.

• Optimised thermal design (5mm thick body) to lower operating temperature of the 

driver and prolong life.

• Waterproof breathable valve prevents internal condensation.

• Lamp fault alarm and tilt switch allow for troubleshooting.

• Handy mounting position for inclinometer.

• Can be connected with antenna for remote monitoring.

• Front lens blast protection. IP65
Tilt 

Switch
>50,000 
Hours

Sturdy 
Heat Sink

Alarm 
Function



Stage 2
Regular maintenance and safety checks with Internal Inclinometer

The BLE inclinometer module supports the Bluetooth wireless
transmission protocol. Users may install a free APP provided by ALS
on their smart phone or tablet.

The APP uses a polling function to obtain the status of each light unit
based on Bluetooth communication technology to display in the APP
at regular inspections.

Users can read the Angle information of each light unit within a 20m
proximity to the PAPI. Users can also use the APP to set or adjust
the angle for each light unit after the flight inspection to the required
level.

The Bluetooth Low Energy (LE) radio is designed for very low power operation. Transmitting data over 40 channels in the 2.4GHz
unlicensed ISM frequency band, the Bluetooth LE radio provides developers a tremendous amount of flexibility to build products that
meet the unique connectivity requirements of their market. Bluetooth LE supports multiple communication topologies, expanding from
point-to-point to broadcast and, most recently, mesh, enabling Bluetooth technology to support the creation of reliable, large-
scale device networks.

Remote Monitoring



Technology – Next Generation LED PAPI

Each LED PAPI unit is supplied complete with a BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) 
inclinometer module and a ZigBee module (which supports ZigBee wireless 
or serial bus interface) for the communication with each PAPI. 
           
If the PAPI body is lowered by more than ¼ degree or raised greater than ½ 
degree, all light units will de-energize its light output.  (Note: Communication 
can be disabled on request). 

Technically this internal inclinometer is designed for installation and routine 
angle calibration besides warning. But for most of the cases when angle is 
being adjusted initially on site there is not generally a power supply 
and therefore the BLE inclinometer is not able to work at this stage without 
power.  

ALS do offer an inclinometer as an accessory for the initial set up.  The LED 
PAPI also is designed with a perfectly symmetrical shelf at the rear of the 
body to allow a portable inclinometer to be used. Monitor and adjust quickly 

without opening the body lid



Why upgrade to an LED PAPI? Why not!

• Longer Life – up to 50,000 hours with LED at a high output compared to regularly 
changing halogen lamps.

• Keep the tough PAPI body a hermetically sealed environment to protect electronic 
components longer so they achieve the rated life as a minimum.

• Energy saving and consistent light output / performance for pilots vision and 
landing.

• Better visual definition than ever possible with Halogen lamps.
• LED lights have better visual acuity at night than halogen.
• Benefit from latest Bluetooth technology to complete faster maintenance checks 

without opening the body. 
• Re-set or re-adjust the angle from a tablet or smart phone.
• Easy to install and set-up.
• No need to replace coloured filters, LED’s chips are coloured and don’t degrade.
• Fully electronic components, no need for spare lamp – guaranteed light output.
• Lighter weight so easier to install with one man.
• Top opening lid won’t let leaves/debris into the internal body.



SmartBolts. Incredibly Advanced.  Surprisingly Simple.

The Visual Indication 
System is a method of 
measuring bolt tension that 
is embedded in every 
SmartBolt. This technology 
uses colour to indicate 
tension. Changes in colour 
are proportional to bolt 
stretch, ensuring accurate 
and reliable measurements.

Benefits

Reduces the risk of FOD.

Save time on runway inspections, no need to get our of the van 
to torque the fittings a visual inspection is all that is required.

No need to throw away nuts and Norlock washers each time, 
SmartBolts can be re-used over and over.

Long lifetime guarantee

Tough and strong.

Airfield Lighting Systems (ALS) has launched a Visual Indication System 
that turns the top head of a bolt from red to black as you tighten it.  

SmartBolts give you peace of mind because you know your bolts are at 
the correct tension which is vital for Airfield safety.  They can be easily 
retrofitted to existing runway lighting and do not need to be replaced with 
every inspection, saving you money and time.



VISTA   – LED Medium Intensity Runway Lighting System

The VISTA system is designed specifically to provide all the benefits of 
LED lighting to visual approach aerodromes such as regional airports, 
airstrips and military support strips.

ALS have developed a new concept based on a Constant Current DC 
Power Supply unit delivering a 1.4 Amps instead of the traditional 6.6 
Amps.  The 1.4 Amps value is the best suited for LED lighting engines 
eliminating the need for sophisticated and fragile electronics inside the 
light fitting. 

VISTA

VISTA  

This eliminates the need for 
series circuit transformers with 
their losses and expense, a 
specific device ensuring the 
continuity of the circuit upon 
failure of any single light unit is 
provided.

A perfect, reliable and safe alternative to a big CCR project



Features
• Easy to install:
• Plug & play
• Limited civil works with no specialised skills required
• Compact & lightweight body constructed from cast 
aluminium
• Optical cap made from scratch resistant polycarbonate
• 3 Step Light Dimming
• Two circuit DCR Regulator
• Pre-cut cables with FAA L-823 connectors
• Weatherproof 
• Polyester powder golden yellow finish 
• Optional: 
o FAA L-854 Radio Remote Control enabling pilot control 
without assistance from the ground or,
o APAPI system or, 
o Windsock

Benefits
Low power consumption 
• Almost zero maintenance 
• Operational even when the Pilot is not properly aligned 
• (non-instrument approach), up to 10° offset 
• Extended operating hours for the airfield 
• Designed for easy mounting 
• Affordable – lease purchase option available (UK only).

VISTA   – LED Medium Intensity Runway Lighting SystemVISTA  

Easy to Install

Easy to Operate

Professional Solution



•Approach
•Threshold
•Threshold/End
•RW Edge (Bi-di)
•RW Edge (omni)
•RW End
•TW Edge

•Pyramid Style with 
Red/White marking 
in Fibreglass (good 
for airstrips) or 

•Aluminium Tube 
which can be 
mounted on base 
plate

•Delivers 1.4A DC
•Single or Double 
outputs of 500W 
series circuits

•Max output 400V
•Input 220/240VAC 
50/60 Hz

•FAA L-828 
approved

•3 step brightness 
control

•Open circuit & over 
current  protection

•Local or Remote 
Control Switch to 
operate

•Each light is equipped 
with a secondary cord 
ending on a factory 
moulded plug. 

•Alternately, standard 
connector-kits can be 
used. To ensure a 
failsafe installation a 
special Y-shaped cable 
to avoid any polarity 
problem. 

VISTA   – The SystemVISTA  



As the VISTA works on LEDs, there is no need for high voltage cables and generators (CCR’s) that are costly and require 
highly skilled man power to guarantee a correct installation. 

VISTA does not require isolating transformers. A major advantage of using LEDs is the extremely long-life expectancy, 
guaranteed by the manufacturer to have less than 30% loss in intensity after 50 000 hours at 100% brightness level. 
This is equivalent to about 24 years with 12 hours of operation every day

VISTA   – Typical Runway Lighting SystemVISTA  


